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ABSTRACT

We have studied the coexistence of tight-binding and

exchange-correlation effects inside each chain of a model quasi-

one- dimensional metal, on both plasmon and charge density wave

properties. Our results, while in qualitative agreement with

other treatments of the problem at long wavelengths, indicate a

strong tendency for plasmons to turn into excitons at larger

momenta,and to exhibit an "excitonic" charge-density wave instability

at k ~ 2 k p . The nature of the plasmon branches and of the

excitonic charge distortion is examined. Relevance to existing

quasi-one-dimensional materials is also discussed.
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I . INTRODUCTION

1)

• To be submitted for publication.
Work supported in part by the Consorzio per 1'incremento degli studi e delle
i h d l i I t i t ' i , Italy.

Williams and Bloch (WB) *' have studied in a series of

papers the behaviour of plasmons in several model quasi-one-

dimensional {l-D) metals, ranging from nearly free electrons

confined along parallel strands to one or two tight binding

chains arranged in square or TTF-TCNQ type lattices respectively.

These calculations are very interesting in that they include properly

not only the true three-dimensional nature

of the collective excitations in any real system, but also the

microscopic local field corrections implied by the strong spatial

inhomogeneity of the electron distribution.

One important ingredient which,however, is lacking in WB's

random-phase approximation (RPA) calculation is the effect of

exchange and correlation ( x—c ) upon the response functions, and

therefore on the collective excitation spectrum. On the other hand,

such effects may easily be expected to be non-negligible in

a quasi-lD case, as one may infer from a) the pathological behaviour

of several types of perturbation corrections to low dimensionality
2)

systems, b) exactly soluble models

On the experimental side, wide-band quasi-ID materials such

as KCP have apparently been satisfactorily described in a strictly

single-particle framework , narrower band cases, however,

like TCNQ compounds, are still highly controversial J' . The

71-9}
situation of polymer compounds such as polyacetylene ' ' and

other polyenes ^ ' seems very uncertain and requires clarification.

The plasmon behaviour, specifically, has not been investigated in

any great detail, except for TTF-TCNQ 1 1' . For this case, most

plasmon features above the particle-hole continuum, such as anisotropy

and dispersion, have been accounted for by "WB ' , who neglect #-c

effects. However, as we shall discuss in this paper, one distinctive
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consequence of strong x-c effects should be the presence of

additional collective excitations (of plasmon, or better "exciton",

nature) below the continuum, i.e. inside the single-particle gap

created by the charge density wave (CDW) distortion. This region

of small energies and large momenta (k~2kr) has not yet been reached

experimentalty'j £>ut could conceivably be studied in the future.

in view of? tnis situation, it seems extremely desirable to

develop "theories-which incorporate not only all the realistic .

aspeictis of WB ̂s models, but also various degrees of x-c corrections,

as appropriate' to each case.

Giuliani, Tosatti and Tosi (GTT) ' F 1^ have first initiated

this, by1 including the additional effects of rigid exchange and

correlation holes around each electron, which otherwise in their

model is free to move aion^ its strand, as in one of SB's models.

GTT'«technique followed the earlier methods of Singwi et al. '

where the x-c corrections are turned approximately into an

additional effective potential term between any two electrons in

the system. The results they obtained in this way can be summarized

as follows: due to x-c corrections (i) the plasmon energy is

unchanged at k = 0, and is slightly decreased for relatively long

wavelengths (k«/kp), (ii) at larger wavevector, the plasmon

may turn into an "exciton" (i.e. fall below the ID continuum),

(iii) the exciton energy usually goes imaginary at k ~ 2k,,

(iv) this sets up Overhauser type CDW's .^' in the quasi-1 D metal

(independent of any lattice structure and related Peierls

instabilities, not included in the model),

The alternative case of tight-binding has been extended to

include x-c effects by Liebmann et al. 16) However, both the

form they assume for the effective electron-electron potential,

a yukawian, and the method used to derive its effect on the

plasmon spectrum seem to us rather unjustified. The
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17)calculation of Brosens and Devreese ; , on the other hand,

applies only to the long-wavelength limit, and also neglects all

intrachain local field effects, as well as interchain couplings.

In this paper, we generalize the tight binding model of

Williamsand Bloch to include x-c effects, with a technique which

is similar to that of GTT ^, where adjustable exchange and

correlation holes are taken to surround each electron.

We find that :

(l) Two distinct isolated plasmon branches can exist throughout

the zone, instead of one as in weak-binding. The existence of an upper and

a lower branch, corresponding to charge oscillations in the "bonding"

and "antibonding" cell regions, agrees with Liebmann et al. '

(2)Inclusion of exchange-correlation decreases only slightly the

upper plasmon energy for k ̂  ICL,, as expected >f

(J) For sufficiently narrow bajid and low densities, both plasmon

branches may cross the continuum and emerge below it as excitons,

analogous to the weak-binding case '

(4) The lower exciton energy can become imaginary at k ~* zkp,

signalling an excitonic instability. The tendency towards this

instability is found to be stronger than in weak-binding,

(5) Charge —density waves which result from this instability

should be similar in nature to those described in detail by GTT,

except for extra charge modulations due to the lattice structure,

(6) Interesting x-c effects exist also inside the electron-hole

continuum region, showing a kind of resonant exciton effect.

We review in Sao, II the basic structure of WB's model and

the dielectric formulation which we use as starting points.

In Sec, III the equation of motion is used to define an effective

exchange-correlation potential for the present case. In Seo. IV

we choose a specific form for the Wannier functions, and use it

to obtain explicit expressions for the potential functions. The
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non-interacting response function is derived in Sec. V. Sec, VI

is devoted to finding the new plasmon dispersion curves at small

k; the plasmon dispersion at large k is examined in Sao. VIX

In Sec. VIII we discuss both plasmon dispersion and the particle-

hole density of states at general wavevector. Finally, in Sec, H

we discuss the significance of our results and the nature of the

CDW instabilities, and in Sec. X we draw the conclusions.

I I . BASIC MODEL

We start with the same model as Williams and Bloch's ,

consisting of a square lattice of linear chains, with a distance

a_̂  between the chains embedded in a background of dispersionless

dielectric constant £ • . Each chain has a monatomic lattice

structure, with spacing a in the z direction . A single nearest

neighbour tight binding band of width W is assumed

( 2 . 1 )

which subsumes a Wannier function of the form

(2.2)

where PA i s a spatial extension along (x,y). This extension

is assumed to be much smaller than a x , so that no overlap

exists across the chains. Any higher or lower electron bands

are imagined to be very far in energy, and are therefore neglected.

In the same spi r i t as WB's (though with a different technique)

we want to derive the response function of the electrons in this

model crystal (the la t t i ce i s assumed to be rigid-). The poles

of the response function, in turn, will determine the dispersion

relation of the electronic collective excitations. We will try to go

beyond the simple RPA approximation of WB, by including

exchange-correlation effects in the response function. This is

done by means of the effective potential technique, analogous to

(*) tfe shall denote three-dimensional vectors by capital letters,

anrl one-riimension.-il vectors alonp z by lower-case letters[ for

eTMinle A = (aj_,a).
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that introduced by Singwi et al. 14^ for the three-dimensional

electron gas. In view of the localized nature of the electron

wavefunctions, however, a proper inclusion of local field effects

is necessary,which requires the use of a matrix density response
1 19function 1 !' jT(Q + G, Q + G^w) , defined by

£
(2.3)

where J is the charge induced in the system by a weak external

perturbing potential V . The linear response can also be

expressed by means of the non-interacting response matrix

JT (Q + G, Q - » - G ' , 6 ( J ) J provided the mean-field approximation

is made,

9'
where

(2.4)

q (2.5)

Here G and G ' are reciprocal lattice vectors, Q is any vector

inside the three-dimensional Brillouin zone, and ]/eff ia an

effective electron-electron interaction, which in principle

should be determined self-consistently 1 4) We note that the

inhomogeneity of the system requires V 6 to be a matrix ^

rather than a scalar, as in the homogeneous case.

Our scheme proceeds as follows. We need to calculate Y

but we shall have explicit expressions only for jr* , We could in

principle insert Eqs, (2.4) and (2.5) into (2.3), and obtain V

-7-

by inverting the resulting infinite matrix

-I- r•*- vc (2.6)

in the space of the reciprocal vectors G. However, as pointed out

by ShamjHanke, Sinha and others , in a situation with

localized electron Wannier functions, one obtains much better

convergence by adopting a real—space representation. This can

be done formally by first expressing Y° in terms of Wannier
27) A

functions

' (2.7)

where lCL/
jmQ. are lattice vectors along the chain ( / and •m

being integers). The form (2.7), where the (x » y ) lattice

vectors do not appear, is only correct in the absence of

electron hopping across the chains, as assumed here. In this

formula, F is a density fluctuation

(2.8)

and Qy is the "bare" response function

1.9)

(We adopt here the notation of Hef.28.)

The next step consists of Multiplying both sides of Eq. (2.4)

by

(2.10)

and summing over G. This leads to
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E, F (2.11)

where the additional quantities CP andf are defined
(w it,»

t
Ug (<3,

(2.12)

(2.13)

and

%<*' (2.14)

The connection between ^ and E is found by first solving

Sn. (2.11) to obtain <f> . This is then replaced into the

expression for £ ]/ e x t that one obtains by equating (2.3)'and

(2.4) - (2.5),

(2.15)

whence finally

Since © r c j / ^ ; has no isolated poles, all the poles of

with the singularities of (FC^^jJ^ , w h i c h a r e

) -& ,

(2.16)

coincide

by

(2.17)

-9-

which is therefore the dispersion relation of the isolated

collective excitations of the system.

This scheme is perfectly equivalent to WB's if one .gives

the effective potential the simple form

) (2.18)

and furthermore one neglects the charge fluctuations due to

electron hopping

(2.19)

effIn our treatment, we shall allow ]/ to differ from

Coulomb, in order to account for exchange-correlation corrections.

We shall also release the arbitrary assumption (2.19), which to UB

aoema inconsistent with the very existence of non-zero first

neighbour hopping, without which no finite bandwidth could exist.

Nevertheless, it should be stressed that consistency between the

finite value of F (jj + Q ) (we Bhall assume F •"• F... . i* 0) and

that of W is mediated by some unknown crystal potential, and

therefore cannot be achieved in our model. We shall simply try to

keep W and the z-extension of the Wannier function iwf*̂  in a

reasonable scale to one another, in view of the situation found

in real quasi 1- D metals.

-10-



I I I . EFFECTIVE POTENTIAL

The form of the effective potential entering Eq. (2.5) can

be determined, following Hefs, 13, 19 and 20,from the equation of

motion for charge density fluctuations.

The linearized form of this equation is, from Ref,21,

- S7

where V" is the atomic potential, V°is the Coulomb potential, V1 is

given by

V*V4(x.t')= V

(3.2)

(3-3)

and D is defined by

' V(3 i s t h e flux tensor 20) , £ indicates the

change of the quantity in brackets due to the external potential

-11-

«!l* -f

and

c= <

(3.4)

is the two-particle correlation function. The correlation terms

in Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) are decoupled by an approximation

analogous to that of Ref.l4i

(3.s)

where g is the pair function. Equation (3.l) then becomes

where V is now defined by

Veand V c " (R,X) is defined by

\7V'-

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

or, in k-space,

-12-
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where h is the Fourier transform ofĵ l - ^ (R, X)]. The RPA approximation

simply consists in neglecting the correlation terms in Eq.

(3.1), and thus reduces to replacing (3.9) by

(3.10)

In principle we could evaluate aelf-consiatently a (R,X),

closely folloving Ref,14, but the computational problem would be

formidable, due to the complications brought about by the extreme
29 S

inhomogeneity ' , Instead, we use some approximations.

It was shown in Ref, 13 that in the homogeneous

case,due to the transverse rigidity of fchs charge

density in each chain and the lack of overlap between electron

wavefunction in different chains, Eqs. (3. l) turns, ijoto .an

effective one-dimensional free electron equation, there the

true Hartree potential is replaced by its transverse average

over one chain, the correlation term is replaced by its one-

dimensional analogue averaged over a chain, and the atomic potential

V*1 and all x and y derivatives disappear. A strictly analogous

treatment gives in our model a one—dimensional tight—binding

equation, with an effective potential of the form (in Wspace)

(3.11)

where tj is the two- dimensional Fourier transform of the

longitudinal pair function 1- 4 (r,x) and F. is the two-dimensional

Fourier transform of the transverse charge density. In RPA, we

would obtain

From comparison of (3.12) and (3.11) we can immediately conclude

V to be used in (2.5) is the term in brackets in Bq.that the V

(3-11),

) =

(3.13)

In evaluating (3.13) we have made two further approximations.

First,we have taken 4 to be diagonal, that is g(r,x) to' be

g(r-x) , This approximation is partially supported by an evaluation

of the Hartree-Fock pair function, which was found, for many values

of the parameters, to be only slightly dependent on r + x. This

is correct, however, only for not too localized situations. For

strong localization of the Wannier functions, on the other hand,

a characteristic non—locality of g has been demonstrated '.

Second, we assume for g the simple square-well form proposed

earlier 12>

~*h

(3.14)

Here TX^ is the average electron-electron distance; / is a free,

dimensionless correlation parameter, which is expected to be

close to 1 at high densities (weak correlation) and close to

0 at low densities (strong correlation). We did not try to

evaluate * self-conaiatently, like, for example, Singwi et al. 4'

do for the function g , Nevertheless both our past experience

with plane-wave electrons and the results to be discussed
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in the following chapters do suggest that the results are not

very dependent upon f, except when it is close to 1, i.e. when

there is almost no correlation hole. With these approximations,
.eff

Our final formula for V becomes

(3.15)

I V . WASHIER JUtTCTIOHS A1TD POTEUTIAI, MATRIX

We can now proceed to construct the potential matrix

of Bq, (2.14)J which we need in order to look for collective

excitations. The rows and columns of U correspond to all

neighbours of a given atom to which hopping is allowed. In the

present case we take first neighbour intrachain hopping, and

therefore U , E and © are effectively 3 x 3 matrices. Their

rows and columns will be labelled - 1 (left neighbour), 0' (origin),

and + l (right neighbour).

The matrix U has only four independent elements, because

i) it is hermitian by its definition (2.14),' ii) it has the full

symmetry of the linear chain, whence

(4.1)

Simple gaussian Wannier functions, as assumed by WB *)

cannot be taken, because they are not orthogonal and would

therefore yield the wrong result for F^ ^(Q)j particularly at

long wavelengths, since one must have

F. (a -> o) — (4.2)

On the other hand,a gaussian form has many practical advantages. We

assume then the following form for the longitudinal part of the
(*)Wannier functions W o f Eq. (2.2)

-15-

(») The width of Wannier function (4.3) is well characterized
by f , which is defined by J «*p t-a »4/f *) *•* <** -join tu^iiffj1) o,
Good agreement with WB's result ^> is obtained setting f equal
to. their value of P .It turns out that j»* is significantly
smaller than our O .
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and adjust (X to satisfy (4.2), yielding

(V =
whence,using Eq,s. {2.2) and (2.8),

(4.4)

1.5)

For a general wave vector Q we evaluate IT from Eq.(2.14)f using

Eq,(3.15) for V , and performing the reciprocal lattice vector sum numerically.

Analytical expressions exist, however, for the long wavelength

limit Q-*O, since there

17to? -><?) -*

- > (4.6)

where A, B are real and, if the Wannier functions are of the form

(2.2), (4.3)jare given by

(4.7)

where cosl7 = ^// QI . since by (3.1S) the x - c term of v e f f has

a finite limit for q -> 0, it follows that as

(4.8)

y«
where

F.tf) >

61 *°

(4.9)

It is seen that in this limit, Vea is not affected by either

local field corrections or exchange-correlation corrections,

while all other matrix elements are, being non-divergent.

The other special point where additional symmetry can be

used is the zone border, i.e. fl° = (0,0, g/2). By using the

mirror plane reflection (z -*• - z) properties of the Wannier
31)functions (which are the same as those of the band at k = 0 )

one gets that F+ (QQ + a g) is real and odd in n}whence

(4.10)

shows the numerical results for U(itJ*,'j)/(H2L )

-17- -16-



as a function:.Of <J for various values of the correlation

parameter f , as well as in RPA.The effect of exchange-correlation

is to lower the effective potential matrix elements,until for

sufficiently low f and high a <~~> 2k they eventually change sign,

turning attractive .

The way [J depends upon the other parameters,such as

density,strand radii,and electron density along the chain,is

very similar,as far as t/oo i s concerned,to that described by

Giuliani et al. for free electron motion along the chains,and

will not be repeated here.It is sufficient to say that large

separation between the chains,low electron density inside each

chain and small chain radius all conspire to make L/co C* *ymore

negative.The relation of the other components to Wgo is

qualitatively similar to that seen in Fig.l.

The new parameters specific to the present case are the

z-extension of the Wannier function P and the band filling

°*/%A - ^tf^/vtf > W e foun<i that decreasing P has the effect of

making [̂ ,(£JU more negative, and the same effect is produced by redu-

cing the band filling.This dependence is illustrated in Fig.2.

-19-

V. NON-INTERACTING RESPONSE MATRIX

Solution of Eq. (2.17) requires the evaluation of the

non-interacting response matrix &i, i^/ "^) *

There are in general five independent matrix elements Seo

/ -1 (eacft the subscripts labels a neighbour© J . 4 / -1/1

in the chain) since.as is clear from the definition (2.8) §

only depends upon the difference of the indices

(S.i)

where d = a - b. It is convenient to separate the hennitian from

the antihermitian part of

(S.2)

where

(S.3)

Calculation of -̂̂  is easily made by inserting the band

structure (2.l) into (2.8). We obtain

£>?- -
Tr

where

-20-
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and

1- (5.5)

and

I-

o r

|
(5.6)

u>.

, »-«*>>•

- A

and

>"

.7 -v^;
(5 .7 )

Here,furthermore,

(5 .8)

(J - 2 TT/c^ andV /V'are integers such that M/ < <f/Z /«/<

-21-

instead i s given by

;f

where
(5.9)

and k i s defined hy

' • / • ' < <
% j

(5.10)

\ 4' (5.11)



From (2.7) it follows that if is different from Q

Y, «i is not hermitlan, that is the region *£. < c** <

must be identified with the particle-hole continuum. 60

divides the continuum in two regions (see Fig. 4). In the lower

region there is one electron-hole pair at any given (y^ t<t )

(analogous to the plane wave case). In the upper region,however,

there are two electron-hole pairs, namely &i-q *~ h a n d

^*3/ -fc ^ 3/ * & ~ 1 • The.second e-h pair is obtained by

mirroring the first across the band energy centroid. This can be

done only for momenta larger than | g/£ — » " F J and for

energies above ^ ( f ) (Eq. (5.10)). In the special case of a

half-filled band, this limit coincides with the lower border of

the continuum, so that every point in the <j - **> plane corresponds

to either two e - K. pairs or none.

The response function is singular along the separation line

CnJ^ C^) (the imaginary part jumps upwards and the real part

diverges logarithmically).

- 2 3 -

VI. LONG WAVELENGTH PLASMON BEHAVIOUR

We are now ready to study the plasmon dispersion relation

(2.17) f

o\vT (&I- U®) = o ,

for all wave" vectors. It is interesting to discuss different regions

separately, and we start here with long wavelengths, C?-» O ̂

This limit has been investigated before by WB within UFA ,

Also Brosens et al. ' ' have studied the effect of exchange in

this limit, but have neglected local field corrections .

The $S> 0 expansion of U has already been derived in

Sec. IV, and is given by Eqs. (4.8). The effect of exchange-

correlation and of local field corrections is to add finite terms

to the bare divergent Coulomb term *"— . The (3 -* O expansion

of the non-interacting response (*j) can be obtained directly

from its definition (2.9)>and may be written as (recall that m\

depends only upon the z~component of fi? , i.e. <J )

(6.1)

and

where the coefficients

(6.2)

(6.3)



are finite and real, and so are all /*^. and & of (6,2) ,

Substituting (4.8) and (6.1) - (6.3) into (2.17) yields

the long wavelength plasmon energy and dispersion.

The Q-+0 energy is obtained by retaining only C? -independent

terms

in UOQ )J

'--.ft * =*• (6.4)

yielding

(6.5)

where v is as usual the angle between the wave vector

and the chain axis. This is the same result obtained earlier by

other authors, who did not include either exchange-correlation

effects or local field corrections '.. The long wavelength

plasmon energy is completely independent of these effects.
2

Analytical expressions for the Q term of the plasmon

dispersion are very cumbersome and are not derived here, for as

soon as Q ^ O,it is in practice easier to carry out a straight

numerical evaluation of the solution of (2,12). However, there are

a few important remarks to be made, that concern comparison of
2

previously obtained expressions for the Q plasmon dispersion

with our results. First, the matrix nature of (j due to local

field corrections has not been included so far, even in treatments

where local field effects are being included . We have checked

numerically on the relative influence of all matrix elements of

(_/ other than Uf9 on the long-wavelength plasmon dispersion,

solving (2.17) with and without restriction to a scalar U.

Our results show that these effects are not irrelevant (though

smaller than the bulk of local field effects, which are included

x - c effects.

pish the plasmon upwards, both without and with

Second, even within a scalar U approximation, three distinct

types of Q terms in (2,17) can be identified, once the product

\J @ is formed. One is of the form

(6.6)

another is of the form

ft (6.7)

and finally a third is

1 (6.8)

Of these, the first, (6.6), has been included by everyone, and the

last,(6.8),has been rightly included by Brosens et al. '' and

left out by WB , who do not go beyond RPA. Finally, the local

field term (6.7) is of course absent in Brosens et al.'s work,

but has surprisingly been left out also in WB's analytical

expression for plasmon dispersion, which is therefore incomplete.

We have carried out numerical tests of the importance of the

various effects. The main results are reported in Fig. 3> and

allow the following qualitative conclusions:

1) Local field effects alone push the plasmon dispersion upwards.

This fact is well brough out by WB, and is in fact well known

2) Exchange-correlation alone pushes the plasmon dispersion

downwards . Again this agrees well with the conclusions of all

previous authors 13).l4),l6),lT).

3) Addition of exchange-correlation effects on top of local field

effects has a strongly depressing effect on the plasmon

28)

-25-
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dispersion, which shifts from above RPA to below.

4) Addition of local fields on top of exchange correlation depresses

further the plasmon dispersion. This effect is stronger

with stronger correlation, and so far as we know has not been

described before.

We have also investigated the possible existence of a long-

wavelength low-frequency "acoustical" plasmon branch, of the type

suggested by the work of Liebmann et al. ' , but have found

none . There is indeed a solution analogous to theirs which we

shall discuss in the next sections, but that appears only at large

momentum and is not "acoustical" in any sense.

VII. COLLECTIVE EXCITATIONS AT ZOME BOBDER

considerably because

j, J the expressions for i£y simplify

of Eq. (5.6) vanishes there, whence all

(^ become imaginary. Also (Js +j

vanishes there and L/ ~ "(i, so that the plasmon equation

simplifies to

become real, and all

/. O

(7.1)

which factors in the form

This decoupling, found also by Liebmann et al. 16)

(7.2)

has an

obvious symmetry meaning, if one considers that the small group

of the wave vector Q contains the mirror plane z -+ -z, besides

the identity operation. All eigenstates at Q must be either

even or odd, and the two classes are orthogonal by symmetry. The

eigenvector corresponding to the first dispersion equation

- U.A*») O^Q.,*): (7.3)

(°\is [ •* I i obviously even with respect to the central site chosen

as the origin. That corresponding to the second equation

-2T- -28-



1. We discuss the two types of modes separately,

i) Even modes. The dispersion relation (7.3) always has. a solution

above the particle-Thole continuum, Co > ^ t , if U > 0 and below

it, " W < <*t} if {J*i< 0 12)'13)_ xhis follows from the fact

that ($>t , given in Eqs.(5.4) and (5.5), diverges like (u> -<*>+)'%

from above, and diverges also, like A* l<*>- ^- /.from below.

Looking at our results of Sec. IV, LJte may or may not turn

negative at the zone border under the influence of exchange-

correlation and local fields, depending upon the actual parameters

of system, particularly the band filling &F<*/il,lf} the lattice

spacing, etc. The occurrence of a negative Ueo for Q = ("I-1/ 2^F)

will be of particular interest in Sec. IX, where excitonic

instabilities will be dvelt upon.

ii) Odd modes. Unlike the even mode equation, which always has a

solution, the odd mode Eq. (7.4) may or may not have one,

depending upon the parameters. In fact, !(&„• ^ ) , no longer has

a divergence at (AS - LO+ , but • only a cusp attaining there a

maximum of 8N/r W, Therefore there will be an odd plasmon above

the continuum only if

u4* (7.S)

On the other hand, 2{®e~ &i ) has a singular 0H I W ~ f̂ _ /

divergence at the lower edge, so that this will always be an odd

solution below the continuum so long as U4i < 0.

Both even and odd plasmons are present above the continuum

in Liebmann et aL's work. Our finding that these modes can

actually in some cases be below the continuum is due to our different

treatment of exchange-correlationfand also, to a small extent, of

local fields).

To clarify the physical significance of our collective modes,

we notice that the form of their eigenvectors shows that the charge

oscillation at any given time is largest on the atoms in the even

mode, and between the atoms in the odd modes. This is analogous to

the plasmon splitting at zone borders described earlier by one of
33) 3M ^,2)

us ' and by others , in ordinary metals and semiconductors.

T-f»e electron density in a portion of the cell- here the surroundings

of an atom — is larger than that in another portion - the

region between two atoms. Then tb« plasmons corresponding to

oscillation of the charge in these two regions acquire different

frequencies, and of course that which has maximum eigenvector on the

atom has also higher frequency. Our result agrees thus with Liebmann

et al.'s. These two plasmons have also been described as "bonding"

and"antibonding" solutions of the plasmon - lattice scattering ,

In view of this latter analogy,we have compared our numerical

energy splitting between even and odd plasmon with the value
predicted on the basis of a single-pole model of the bare response

( 7 # 6 )

where COg, is an unperturbed plasmon energy, and ^Aj^/Wo are

Fourier components of wave vector« it lfl/4 and zero of the electron

charge density, We find that in most cases our calculated splitting

is as much as one order of magnitude larger than predicted by (7.6).

Xhis is obviously due to the single-pole assumption made in Refe.32 and

31* being invalid in the present case, where the energy extension

of the continuum is comparable to the plasmon energy itaelf.

The physical interpretation of collective modes which can be

found below the continuum presents additional Interest. It is

in fact possible, at least in simple cases, to envisage such

excitations as bound electron-hole pairs, completely analogous

32),3l+)

to exciton states that exist inside the gap of semiconductors.
35),36)
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This is also in agreement with the separate observation that these

collective modes have been "pulled" below the continuum essentially

by the action of exchange—correlation, which is also known to be

the origin of the effective electron—hole attraction in semi—
37)conductors . We therefore refer to all such collective excitations

below 6(J_. as "excitons", while the denomination of "plasmon" is

used for modes above ^0 +. *•

VIII. COLLECTIVE MODES FOR GEHERAL WAVE VECTOR AND SHAPE OF THE PAETICLE-
HOLE CONTINUUM

We have solved numerically the plasmon Eq.. (2.17) for

wave vector C\ - ( °) &) <| J . The long-wavelength plasmon mode

described in Sec. VI connects smoothly with the "even" zone border

mode of the previous section, possibly jumping across the continuum

in cases where \Jee{Q) turns negative at large Q (Fig. 4). One

possible exception occurs for strong exchange-correlation situations

(e.g. very low densities) when the "even" exciton sinks below

the odd one. In that case {Fig. 5) the Q — 0 plasraon connects

with the odd mode, because no crossing is allowed away from the

zone border.

The odd collective mode, be it above or below the continuum

at Q j falls down in energy for decreasing Q, until it sinks

into the continuum and disappears completely at some slighly smaller

wave" vector.

Typical dispersion curves are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 for different

choices of the parameters. In many cases we find imaginary exciton

energies. We shall deal with this, occurrence in the next section.

The results so far show that local fields and exchange-correlation

have a profound effect on the energy of the isolated collective

modes. It is therefore to be expected that also the distribution

of particle-hole states inside the continuum will be heavily influenced

by them.

In order to study this point, we have selected the magnitude

of the absorbtive part of the macroscopic inverse dielectric

function

(8.1)

for

-31-

as the quantity proportional to our sought^density of continuuum

states.We have
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calculated X numerically by means of Eq. (2.1.6) and plotted «0(**•

as a function of Q = (0,0, 4 ). The results are plotted in Fig.6

without (RPA) and with exchange-correlation effects.

Let us consider the RPA results first. There are in general

two types of structures in the continuum. One, purely kinematical,

called B in Fig, 6, occurs at

(8.2)

where t*»j (^) , defined by Eq. (5.10), is the borderline between

one-and two-pair excitation regions discussed in Sec. V. The other,

called A in Pig,6, is a mirror solution to the odd plasmon, and is

noticeable oniy when the latter is very close to falling into the

continuum.

We can now turn to- the effect of including exchange-correlation.

The general effect is, first of all, to produce a general shift of states

to lower energy. This was to be expected, as it is similar to what

happens to the isolated collective modes.The structure A moves

or disappears altogether with the odd mode it mirrors . A more

interesting effect occurs for the other structure^!); it develops from

a relatively weak feature into a very large peak or dip, depending

upon the wave vector. This phenomenon is reminiscent of the resonant

or saddle—point excitons proposed about ten years ago for semi-

conductors 3 >'^9>. Similarly to that case, the unperturbed density

of states has a singularity (a jump in the present case), which

then causes a virtual bound state to appear when the electron-

hole interaction is switched on. The variety of lineshape, changing

from peaks to dips, should then reflect the changing conditions

of interference with the background of electron-hole states.

IX. EXCITONIC INSTABILITY AND CHARGE DENSITY WAVES

The occurrence of negative values of Uoo i/4( at Q~( ut^ , 2k )

is of particular interest, because at this point the continuum has

its lowest edge t*f. = 0. In this case, we find imaginary ejtciton

energies, when solving (2.17). As is well known, the finding of

normal modes of imaginary energy implies that the system is unstable.

In the present case of an unstable charge-density fluctuation, the

ensuing distortion is a charge-density wave . that is, a period it-

rearrangement of the electronic charge. This will occur with the

wavelength dictated by the "most unstable" wave vector, namely that

where t** is minimum. This instability, being driven by excitons,

can be referred to as an "excitonic" instability , a one-band

analogue of the semiconductor-metal kind discussed in the literature

This one-dimensional excitonic instability and charge-

density wave is described at length elsewhere, in a model where

electrons are free to move plane-wave—like inside each chain '

What is of interest here is an appraisal of the effects of having

a tightly bound intra-chain situation onto the excitonic instability

itself.

These effects can be judged by looking at the behaviour of the

exciton branches or of the effective potential around <i-̂ 2k when the

z extension of the Wannier function *̂ is varied. The results are

contained in Fig, 7, which demonstrates that increasing tight binding

along the chain increases the instability , except for exceedingly

small bandwidth. This can be seen as the result of two effects

contrary to one another. The first is the increase of local field

effects, due to localization, which favours the deepening of the

instability. The second is the reduction of polarizability due to

decreasing bandwidth W(we have scaled W with y in the form M / <s<,

1 . A second consequence of our model
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is that, for half-band filling,the CDW can either be due to an

unstable odd mode or to an even mode, depending on the actual

parameters. The expected charge distortion contains a cell-

periodic modulation of the usual 2k - periodic static oscillation.

This amplitude modulation has a maximum between two atoms in the

chain, or on each atom in the chain, for odd or even unstable

modes respectively. Which <£: the two cases occurs^depends on

the parameters. At least for not too large Wannier function

extension f> s and not too narrow bandwidths the lowest frequency

mode is even and the CDW amplitude modulation has a maximum on

the atoms. Thus, the CDW may be seen as an attempt to add charge

to the strong attraction of one nucleus, subtracting it to the

neighbouring nuclei. This process costs band energy, but is still

favourable due to the exchange-correlation gain realized by the

charge heaping-up.

X. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have studied the response function, the

plasmons and the excitonic instabilities of a model quasi-one—

dimensional metal. Our treatment includes full local field

corrections, treated in a localized representation, aa well as

exchange-correlation effects, introduced within mean field, through a

model electron—electron pair correlation function.

The main conclusions of this paper can be summarized as

follows:

1) The system can have one or two collective excitations, depending

on the parameters and on the wave vector. These excitations can be

either plasmons (i.e. above the electron-hole continuum) or

excitons (i.e. below it).

2) Exchange-correlation effects on the collective excitations are

profound, and can turn plasmons into excitons at large wave- vectors.

3) The behaviour of plasmons near Q = 0 and at the Brillouin zone

border Q » (*•<"/ $/*) *s examined closely. The possible existence

of two plasmon modes in the latter case, pointed out by Liebmann et

al., is confirmed and connected to previous work on Bragg splitting

of plasmons.

4) The shape of the electron—hole pair continuum and its modifications

due to exchange-correlation effects are studied in detail. A kind

of strong resonant exciton is shown to appear in this continuum for

non-half-filled bands.

5) The effects of intrachain tight binding on the excitonic

instability pointed out earlier by Giuliani et al. 1*;,13J are

gauged, and found to be favourable.
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FIGUHE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Potential matrix elements U^ *?/'W and L^,^ f

for different values of the correlation parameter f .

The values of the parameters are Pj_ = 2.09 A, <*A = 10.58

rt. = 3.8i X, A s - 4.76 A, f/"i - 0.71. Also t^ „ and

\J^4 4 , not shown here but given by the same Eqs. (2.14),

(3«l5) add (4.5), are similar in magnitude to Ls-i^j

but have a maximum between 0 and <?«, whose magnitude

decreases with increasing £ .

Fig. 2 Potential matrix elements for various values of the

parameters. Broken lines indicate RPA, solid lines

results with exchange—correlation ff=0) , The arrows

show the position of 2k . The parameters not explicitly-

indicated are same as in Fig, 1,

Fig. 3 Small momentum dispersion relation of the plasmon. Solid

lines are our results, broken lines are obtained

neglecting local fields as in the small-momentum dispersion

relation of WB . and Brosens et al. ̂ ) # Curves (l)

and (l1): KPAj curves (2) and (2'): with exchange ( f = l);

curves (3), (31): with exchange and correlation ( f = 0).

The values of the parameters not explicitly indicated

are same as in Fig, 1.

Fig. 4 Plasmon dispersion. The broken line is the RFA result,

the full lines include exchange ( f = l) and correlation

(f = 0). + and - label the even and the odd mode

respectively. Note that for f = 1 there is no odd mode.

The dotted line inside the continuum is the line of

singularity ^ ( f ) of Eq. (5.1O). The parameters have the

same value aa in Fig. 3, but f Al = 0.71.

Fig. 5 Plasmon dispersion in a half-filledj very narrow band.

The broken line is RPA result, the solid line is the

-39-

Fig. 7

result with exchange-correlation effects ( f = 0). +

and - label, respectively, even and odd modes. The parameters
in

are the same asjjFig. 5, except W = 0,245 eV/ f/3L= 0.91 and

r =a.

Continuum density of states '*" [&' (aii°l<
1*')) for <£.

ranging from 2-fi <j<> to <̂# . The broken lines in the

to- i*J plane, reproduce the plasmon dispersion (fig. 4) .

The cases shown are (a): RPA; (b) pure exchange (-.f •= l);

(c) exchange + correlation ( f = 0 ) . The parameters are •

the same as in Fig. 3, except that p/fl. = 0.86. Note the

strong enhancement in (b) and (c) (resonant exciton)

of the otherwise very weak feature B at t*)^ t*f) .

Instability energy v». p . The bandwidth is scaled for

each J as exp (-*V*rV ' C u r v e (J) corresponds to a

choice of W = 0.38 «V when %/<*- = 0.50; curve (2) to

W = 0.1 eV when P/ct ~ 0.5. The other parameters are

those of Fig. 5.
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